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ABSTRACT
While software plagiarism detectors have been used for decades, the assumption that evading detection requires programming proficiency is challenged by the emergence of automated plagiarism generators. These generators enable effortless obfuscation attacks, exploiting vulnerabilities in existing detectors by inserting statements to disrupt the matching of related programs. Thus, we present a novel, language-independent defense mechanism that leverages program dependence graphs, rendering such attacks infeasible. We evaluate our approach with multiple real-world datasets and show that it defeats plagiarism generators by offering resilience against automated obfuscation while maintaining a low rate of false positives.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Plagiarism is prevalent in computer science education [12, 23, 30], facilitated by the ease of duplicating and modifying digital assignments. Although students generally acknowledge plagiarism as academic misconduct, some will engage in it despite the threat of consequences [47]. They also attempt to obfuscate their plagiarism to conceal its source, using techniques like renaming, reordering, or inserting code [20, 32, 43].

Plagiarism is notably prevalent in mandatory assignments, especially in beginners’ courses [35]. Due to the substantial size of computer science courses, manual inspection is impractical [9, 22], and the individual risk of detection reduces with rising class sizes [54]. For instance, checking plagiarism for 500 students necessitates more than 100,000 pairwise comparisons, which is not feasible to perform manually.

To tackle this problem at scale, software plagiarism detectors have been used for decades [7, 33, 36]. Tools like MOSS [1] and JPlag [36, 37] are used in universities worldwide to tackle the problem of academic integrity [3]. Plagiarism detectors are effective when defeating them takes more effort than completing the actual assignment [13]. Thus, a widespread assumption has always been that if students could evade detection, they had already acquired the skills to be taught, considering the tedious and intricate nature of successful manual obfuscation [16]. However, this assumption has been broken with the recent rise of plagiarism generators [6, 13]. While designing such a generator takes time and programming proficiency, using them requires neither.

Automatic Plagiarism Generators. Recently, Devore-McDonald and Berger [13] introduced MOSSAD, a plagiarism generator inspired by genetic programming that allows generating multiple obfuscated versions of a single program. While most software plagiarism detectors exhibit resilience against some obfuscation attacks [16, 36], MOSSAD exploits a vulnerability that is inherent in most structure-based approaches. State-of-the-art plagiarism detectors operate token-based and compare the code’s structure [31]. They parse the program and linearize the parse tree by extracting the tokenized program as a token sequence. Matches between programs are identified with a subsequence search in these token sequences, and the similarity is calculated. By omitting certain details such as names and types, the token sequence serves as an abstraction layer and is thus resilient against specific obfuscation attacks such as renaming and retyping.

MOSSAD repeatedly inserts statements into the plagiarized program to break up these subsequences until the plagiarism is no longer recognized. To that end, sets of pre-defined statements called entropy and existing statements from the original program are used. The insertion is stopped when the plagiarized instance falls below a certain similarity threshold compared to the original. The authors claim that this cannot be detected by human inspection, as the inserted lines are not suspicious at first glance [13]. While MOSSAD is only one example of a plagiarism generator, we must accept the possibility of others to exist [6], and among them, reordering
is one such potential obfuscation technique. How exactly an unknown plagiarism generator might alter code is unclear. However, due to the nature of token-based detectors, the token sequence is the only aspect impacting detection quality. Although there are graph-based approaches that are potentially less vulnerable to such attacks, they are not feasible in practice [24] due to the NP nature of determining subgraph isomorphism [25, 29, 45].

Contribution. This paper presents a novel defense mechanism called token sequence normalization to achieve resilience against such automatic obfuscation attacks. We combine the effectiveness of graph-based approaches with the scalability of token-based approaches in a best-of-both-worlds approach. We leverage program dependence graphs (PDG) [14] to normalize programs. However, for real-world applicability, any approach must be language-independent and operate at an abstract level [24, 31, 37]. Furthermore, it must support explainability via traceability, enabling visualization based on the original, unaltered code. From both ethical and administrative viewpoints [23, 46], only the original, unaltered code should inform human decision-making in academic misconduct investigations. Moreover, the unaltered code often contains idiosyncrasies [32] due to obfuscation. They are used for both initial decision-making and misconduct investigations. Hence, PDGs are inapplicable.

To meet these criteria, we introduce the concept of a token normalization graph (TNG), which operates on the token sequence, thus providing a language-independent and ethically sound approach that aligns with academic misconduct administrative procedures. This TNG is then used to normalize the token sequence by effectively reverting the insertion and reordering of statements. Our defense mechanism can thus effectively de-obfuscate plagiarism instances.

We implement the defense mechanism based on the state-of-the-art plagiarism detector JPlag [36, 37], as it is widely used, open-source, GDPR-compliant, and easy to extend\footnote{We provide our implementation of the defense mechanism as part of the supplementary material [42]. Furthermore, it is integrated into the open-source repository of JPlag [17].}. This gives us the benefit of reusing the existing capabilities, good scalability, and broad language support. However, our defense mechanism can be implemented for other token-based detectors, such as MOSS [1] or Dolos [27]. Based on our work, we ask the following research questions:

RQ1 Can our defense mechanism effectively detect MOSSAD-style plagiarism instances?
RQ2 Can it provide resilience against general insertion-based, reordering-based, and combined obfuscation attacks?
RQ3 How does our defense mechanism impact the false positive rate of the plagiarism detector?
RQ4 How does our defense mechanism impact the performance of the plagiarism detector?

**Evaluation.** In our two-stage evaluation, we evaluate our defense mechanism with the publicly available dataset PROGpedia [34] and two datasets of our own introductory programming course. We evaluate our mechanism against insertion-based, reordering-based, and combined attacks. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach, as obfuscation attacks based on insertion and reordering are rendered ineffective. We increase similarity scores of plagiarized solutions from 10-30% to a minimum of 95%. Remarkably, the similarity of unrelated solutions remains virtually unaltered, with an average similarity increase of less than 1%, effectively avoiding an increase in false positives. Our defense mechanism comes with a negligible runtime overhead of mere seconds for large real-world datasets, thus showing its practicality.

This paper’s structure is as follows: In Section 2, we introduce the running example. Section 3 discusses the basics of software plagiarism detection. In Section 4, we establish a threat model. In Section 5, we present our defense mechanism, whereas Section 6 shows its evaluation. Finally, we discuss related research in Section 7 and conclude in Section 8.

**2 RUNNING EXAMPLE**

As a running example, we examine the programs shown in Listing 1. Both programs print the squared values of the numbers from 1 to 10. The right program is a modified variant based on two changes that alter its structure. Thus, the program still behaves the same upon execution. In detail, line 3 was inserted in the modified variant, and lines 6 and 7 were swapped. While the relationship between the programs is evident in this simple example, this is not true for larger programs that undergo extensive modifications to obfuscate the relation between the variant and the original. Thus, these modifications can be used to conceal plagiarism. Additionally, manual comparison becomes infeasible when dealing with numerous student submissions, even for smaller programs. However, for plagiarism detectors, structural obfuscation attacks like these diminish the detection quality [13].

**3 STATE OF THE ART**

Software plagiarism detectors enable educators to tackle the problem of scale by helping to seek out plagiarism. The detector analyzes pairs of programs to find similar sections and calculates a similarity score for each pair. However, the

```
1  void printSquares() {
2  int i = 1;
3  (+) boolean debug = false;
4  while (i <= 10) {
5  int square = i * i;
6  if (debug) {
7  println(square);
8  } // i++; // i++;
9  }
```

Listing 1: Original code (left) and modified variant (right) after inserting one statement (+) and reordering two (~).
final decision of identifying plagiarism is left to instructors, given the inherent complexity and ethical considerations involved in this task. Most software plagiarism detection approaches compare the structure of the code [31, 32], and among them, token-based approaches, such as MOSS [1], and JPlag [36], are the most popular tools employed in practice. They combine tokenization with pairwise comparison to identify code matches based on hashing and tiling [1, 37]. As their comparison algorithms, MOSS and Dolos [27] are using winnowing [44], while JPlag and Sherlock [16] use greedy string tiling with the running Karp-Rabin matching [51, 52].

The tokenization step transforms the program’s code into a parse tree. A subset of the tree nodes is then extracted as tokens, thus linearizing the tree and further abstracting from the underlying code. Figure 1 outlines this process for JPlag, which is comparable to other approaches. According to Prechelt et al. [37], the extracted token sequence “characterizes the essence of a program’s structure”. To illustrate this, Table 1 shows the token sequences of the two programs in Listing 1. While the structural information concerning method context, loop context, declarations, and assignments remains intact, specific details such as names, types, or comments are excluded. The token sequences are then used to find matching subsequences between pairs of submissions. As matching single tokens may lead to false positives, a minimal match length hyperparameter [41] is employed, below which subsequences are no longer considered matches. As the tokens abstract from the code, the comparison is inherently resilient against particular obfuscation attacks, such as renaming, retyping, or obscuring constant values [37]. This particularly includes immunity against all lexical [16] attacks. However, these detectors are not resilient against insertion-based and reordering-based attacks [13].

4 THREAT MODEL

Devore-McDonald and Berger [13] introduce Mossad, a software plagiarism generator that rapidly produces obfuscated versions of original programs. Mossad uses techniques inspired by genetic programming to evade plagiarism detection and randomly inserts statements until the similarity to the input computed by a plagiarism detector falls below a user-defined threshold. To keep the inserted statements domain-related and unsuspicious, Mossad uses both existing statements from the input program and a user-defined pool of statements called entropy. Mossad generates multiple variants from a single original, which are not only obfuscated from the original but also among each other due to its indeterministic nature. To determine program semantic equivalence, Mossad compares the intermediate representation of programs after compiling both with high-level optimization. By repeatedly applying mutations randomly, Mossad can create multiple variants that amongst each other are different enough not to get flagged during plagiarism detection. Its automatic and efficient nature makes it a potent threat to current plagiarism detection practices. Mossad demonstrates its effectiveness against various plagiarism detectors, including MOSS [1], Sherlock [16], and JPlag [36, 37]. Their approach is mainly designed against token-based plagiarism detectors but has the potential for attacks on other structure-based [31] software plagiarism detectors. Thus, we propose a generalized threat model.

4.1 Software Plagiarism Generators

An automatic software plagiarism generator aims to modify an input program to change its structure and appearance without altering its semantics. Modifying the structure allows evading detection by plagiarism detectors, while modifying the appearance will avoid detection during the manual inspection. However, the former takes precedence over the latter, as instructors rely on automatic detectors due to large class sizes [9, 54]. Possible modifications involve inserting, deleting, or reordering statements within the code. For any obfuscation attack to be effective against token-based detectors, it must alter code in such a way that it affects the token sequence, meaning inserting, deleting, and reordering tokens. The position of the modification in the code can be either random, systematic, or a combination of both. Different termination criteria may be employed during the obfuscation process.

Deletion of statements is typically ineffective since few statements can be removed without affecting semantics. In the following, we thus mainly discuss attacks based on insertion and reordering, as they are effective [13] and readily automated. These attack types are also prevalent when humans engage in plagiarism [20, 32, 43].
4.2 Statement Insertion

Inserting one or multiple statements into a plagiarized program allows changing the structure and appearance of the program by breaking up matching code segments with the source program. For this attack type to be effective, these statements must not change the semantics of the code, and the modified program must compile. Usually, the inserted code is dead code. However, more sophisticated approaches might try to conceal that. In Listing 1, a dead statement is inserted in the third line, which does not affect the program’s semantics. However, inserting i = 0; between lines 4 and 5 would change the program’s behavior, thus altering its semantics. The quality of the inserted statements is of the essence, as comments or unnecessary braces do not impact the token sequence. Instead, the inserted statements must be (partially) tokenized to affect the internal representation of the plagiarism detector. Additionally, while humans may rely on tools for inspection, the inserted code should appear plausible at first glance to avoid arousing suspicion. Nevertheless, this attack type is effective and can be easily automated. However, inserting an excessive number of lines may raise suspicion, especially if it significantly exceeds the length of other students’ solutions.

4.3 Statement Reordering

The reordering of statements also changes the structure and appearance of a program. However, only independent statements can be reordered to preserve the program’s semantics. In Listing 1, the statements in lines 6 and 7 are swapped, as they do not depend on each other. However, additionally swapping lines 5 and 6 afterward would change the program’s behavior as the loop variable is incremented before calculating the squared value. Nevertheless, reordering as an automatic obfuscation attack is challenging, as there are limited possible swaps due to the requirement to respect dependencies between statements. Consequently, this technique may be less effective than statement insertion, but the method is still a viable obfuscation strategy, especially when combined with statement insertion. Since statement order is primarily a stylistic choice and different orders are not suspicious, this technique is more challenging for a human reviewer to spot.

5 TOKEN SEQUENCE NORMALIZATION

This section introduces our main contribution, a language-independent defense mechanism called token sequence normalization. With this mechanism, we combine the effectiveness of graph-based approaches with the scalability of token-based approaches in a best-of-both-worlds approach. As discussed in Section 3, the results of token-based plagiarism detectors are invariant to lexical modifications of the input submissions. This is because all variants produced through lexical modifications result in the same token sequence. With our defense mechanism, we expand upon these capabilities by making the token sequence virtually invariant against insertion- and reordering-based attacks. We achieve this by normalizing the token sequence by removing dead statements and putting subsequent independent statements in a fixed order. As a result, we achieve high resilience to automatic plagiarism generation using these attacks.

5.1 Requirements

For any normalization approach to be applicable in real-world scenarios, it must satisfy specific criteria. Firstly, it needs to be language-independent, ensuring versatility across programming languages. Developing a normalization approach from scratch for each new language is impractical. Moreover, it must operate at an abstract level, focusing on tokens rather than code, enabling the capture of structural similarities while minimizing the influence of language-specific syntax [24, 31, 37]. Furthermore, it must support explainability via traceability, allowing for the visualization of potential plagiarism with the original, unaltered code. This is essential from both ethical and administrative perspectives [46], as it ensures that the original code remains the basis for human decision-making in plagiarism detection [23]. Furthermore, the altered code may no longer contain idiosyncrasies (e.g., obvious obfuscation attempts) that assist the decision-making [32]. As a consequence, normalization approaches that modify the input programs as pre-processing steps are not applicable. Existing dead code elimination methods do not fulfill these requirements, as they are language-dependent, modify the programs, and are incompatible with ethical and administrative concerns. In contrast, our defense mechanism is specifically designed to meet these requirements.

5.2 Overview

The defense mechanism is an additional step in the pipeline of a plagiarism detector before the pairwise comparison (see Figure 1), which effectively de-obfuscates plagiarism for the remaining steps in the pipeline. At a high level, our mechanism operates as follows for each input program:

(1) We enrich the token sequence with additional language-independent semantic information about the interdependence of the tokens.
(2) We construct a language-independent graph-based representation of the tokenized program from the enriched token sequence, which abstracts from the original code.
(3) We then use this graph to generate a normalized token sequence, thus effectively reverting insertions and reorderings.

(a) Insertions are countered via subsequence removal.
(b) Reordering is negated by topological sorting [19].
(4) The comparison is still conducted exclusively on the token sequence, circumventing the computational complexity of graph-based approaches.

We call the representation of the tokenized program a token normalization graph (TNG). Each node in this graph represents the tokens of a program statement. As it is based on the token sequence, it is language-independent, which enables our defense mechanism to be applicable to any programming language. Thus, the format of the semantic information
utilized to enrich the token sequence must also be language-independent. We specify a generic format for the semantic information based on the interdependence between tokens that abstracts from the detail of the underlying programming language. The semantic information must be extracted from the input programs alongside the tokens. Therefore, the extraction needs to be implemented separately for each language the detector supports. It is the sole language-dependent step that our defense mechanism adds. However, extracting semantic information does not impose additional constraints on the detector since tokenization is inherently language-dependent.

5.3 Semantic Information

In order to construct a TNG, we need information about the interdependencies between the tokens. This information is not present in the token sequence and thus must be additionally attached to the tokens. To that end, a language-independent format is required for this semantic information. Using this format, the tokens can be automatically annotated during their extraction from the parse tree. Different types of statements lead to different types of information. Thus, this format allows us to map the relations of the statements in the program to the tokens independent of the underlying language of the program. We specify the following format for this semantic information:

- **Criticality** describes statements that contribute to programs’ behavior through means other than variables and thus must not be removed. Therefore, a token can be either critical or non-critical. In our example in Listing 1, the critical statements are the while statement and the println statement. Thus, the loop start and apply tokens in Table 1 are critical.
- **Fixed Order** describes how statements must maintain their relative order to ensure semantic equivalence. Tokens can thus be either fixed in their order or non-fixed. Fixed order tokens act as reordering boundary, as preceding tokens cannot be moved after this boundary and vice versa. In the running example, the while statement dictates that the statements within the loop cannot be moved outside the loop. Thus, the loop tokens of lines 4 and 8 in Table 1 are fixed order tokens.
- **Variable Access** describes the variable accesses (read or write) for each statement, thus indicating on which other statements they depend. Hence, each token has two variable identifier sets: One for read accesses and one for write accesses. In the running example, the while statement depends on the statement the declares the variable i. Therefore, the loop start token contains i in its read access set.
- **Loop** describes statement blocks in which the execution order of the statements can deviate from their declaration order. Therefore, the first and last tokens corresponding to the loop are marked with loop start and loop end flags. In the running example, the statements in the loop body are repeatedly executed. Thus, the incrementation of the variable i may be executed not only after the println statement but also before due to the repeated execution. In the running example, both loop start and loop end are marked with the loop flag.

5.4 Token Normalization Graph

We use the token normalization graph as the underlying data structure to generate a normalized token sequence. A TNG is a specialized version of a program dependence graph (PDG). It is designed for tokens instead of code and through a higher abstraction level not confined to the programming language’s syntax. Thus, a TNG crucially provides language independence. A TNG contains additional edges required for the token sequence normalization. While a PDG focuses only on statement dependencies in code, the TNG considers both token interdependence and the order of the tokens. Both are required for token-based approaches.

We construct the TNG from the token sequence and the additional semantic information. A TNG node represents a single statement and contains all tokens generated from that statement. After the construction of the TNG, we no longer need the original token sequence. A TNG has three types of edges, all of which are directed:

- **Variable Flow Edges** indicate that a statement writes to a variable that another statement reads. They are similar to the data dependencies in the PDG.
- **Variable Order Edges** indicate that altering the order of the two statements may alter variable values and, thus, the program’s behavior. Wherever there is a variable flow edge, there is also a variable order edge; however not necessarily in the same direction.
- **Fixed Order Edges** indicate that altering the order of the two statements may affect the program’s behavior for reasons beyond variable value alterations.

The TNG is then constructed as follows: First, we group all tokens within a statement as nodes. Next, we label nodes containing at least one critical token as critical. We then use the tokens marked as fixed order to create position significance edges. For each node with fixed order tokens, we create incoming and outgoing edges to and from all preceding and subsequent nodes, as determined by the original order of the tokens. We employ the variable access sets and loop flags to create variable flow edges. Finally, disregarding loop flags, we determine variable order edges solely by variable access sets. Once the TNG is complete, it contains all the necessary data for generating a normalized token sequence. Thus, the original token sequences can be safely discarded. Moreover, as for all token-based approaches, the original programs are no longer required for the similarity calculation.

Figure 2 shows a PDG for the plagiarized program in Listing 1. The control and data dependencies between the different code statements are represented via edges. While the dead statement for the variable called debug can be identified, it cannot be used to generate a normalized token sequence due to the requirements mentioned in Section 5. Figure 3 shows the TNG for the same program. In contrast to the PDG, the nodes represent tokens instead of code. The TNG contains the three types of edges based on the semantic information discussed in Subsection 5.3. The two nodes with a gray background are marked as critical. Furthermore, the
After constructing the TNG, we can leverage it to generate variable flow edges from the TNG, making it acyclical. They lead to an additional token in the obfuscated token sequence. The code insertion affects the normalized token sequence. The code insertion does not affect the normalized token sequence.

5.5 Generating the Normalized Token Sequence

After constructing the TNG, we can leverage it to generate a normalized token sequence in two steps. First, we remove all dead nodes. These are all nodes from which no critical node can be reached via variable flow edges. This effectively reverts insertions into the token sequence. Next, we remove all variable flow edges from the TNG, making it acyclical. They have served their purpose for the dead node removal and are no longer required. In our running example in Listing 1, the statement containing the variable named debug is considered dead code, and so is its corresponding variable node in the TNG in Figure 3. This node will be removed, as it has no outgoing variable flow edge. Table 2 illustrates how this affects the normalized token sequence. The code insertion leads to an additional token in the obfuscated token sequence. However, after the dead node removal, this effect is reversed. Figure 4 illustrates the TNG from Figure 3 with the dead node removed and variable flow edges omitted. The previous cycles, such as the one between the loop start and assign nodes, are no longer present. A partial order becomes apparent when considering the topmost variable node as the root.

Next, we use topological sorting [19] to generate a normalized token sequence. This counters attempts to re-order the token sequence. Specifically, we order the tokens of the remaining nodes by their node’s distance to the aforementioned root. Nodes with the same distance represent subsequent independent statements. We sort them via the types of the tokens, considering the topmost node as the root. Nodes with the same distance are no longer present. A partial order becomes apparent when considering the topmost variable node as the root.

In our running example in Listing 1, statements 6 and 7 were swapped. Table 2 illustrates how this obfuscation affects the token sequence. When using the reduced TNG in Figure 4 to generate the normalized token sequence, the sequence after the topological sorting will be identical to the original one (see Table 2). Thus, the plagiarism detector computes a 100% match for our running example, despite the obfuscation attempt shown in Listing 1. As our approach only normalizes the tokens sequence. The original, unaltered code, with all its idiosyncrasies, is used for the visualization. However, as a result of our normalization, the similarity calculation and code matching are not compromised by obfuscation attacks.
6 EVALUATION

This section evaluates our defense mechanism, which we implemented\(^2\) for the open-source plagiarism detector JPlag\(^3\) and the programming language Java. We chose JPlag as it is state-of-the-art [32], open-source, and was used for the evaluation of MOSSAD [13]. We show that our defense mechanism is effective and applicable to real-world datasets\(^4\).

6.1 Methodology

The evaluation follows the Goal-Question-Metric (GQM) method [4, 5], and the GQM plan is as outlined:

- **G1** Improve resilience against automatic obfuscation attacks.
  - Q1 Resilience against insertion-based attacks?
  - Q2 Resilience against reordering-based attacks?
  - Q3 Resilience against combined attacks?
  - M1-3 Similarity scores with and without the normalization.

- **G2** Retain the performance and false-positive rate of the detection
  - Q4 Does the normalization affect the performance?
  - M3 Runtime overhead of the normalization.

- **G3** Does the normalization affect the false positive rate?
  - M4 Deviation of the similarity scores for unrelated solutions.

Our first goal (G1), regarding obfuscation attack resilience, maps to research questions RQ1 and RQ2, while our second goal (G2), regarding the scalability and false-positive rate, maps to RQ3 and RQ4. For software plagiarism detection, pairs of solutions are compared, and their similarity is calculated. Thus, the similarity scores of plagiarism instances to their originals (similarity score to original, SSO) must be high to maximize the true positive rate. Vice versa, the similarity score of pairs or unrelated solutions must be low.

6.1.1 Datasets. We conducted our evaluation using four distinct datasets, each with specific characteristics. First, we used two tasks from PROGpedia [34], a publicly available collection of submissions from introductory programming courses. We chose these specific tasks because they had longer programs and more solutions than the others. Task 19 requires students to implement a social network analyzer with a graph data structure and a depth-first search to count distinct groups. Task 56 requires them to find a minimum spanning tree using Prim’s algorithm and calculate the total minimum distance to connect all points with Euclidean distance. To prepare the datasets for our evaluation, we only used solutions written in Java and removed all solutions that did not compile, as JPlag requires input programs to compile. However, as these public data sets are relatively small, we also used two datasets from our first semester’s Java programming lecture. One is from a mandatory assignment that required students to implement the game TicTacToe with both support for human and basic AI players via a simple command line interface. The other is from the final project of the course where students were tasked to implement a tile-based farming board game, requiring students to design and implement a large program with around 30-40 source files. To prepare these datasets, we removed all known human plagiarism based on the results of past plagiarism checks.

Thus, we ended up with the following four datasets, which provide diverse programs, enabling us to evaluate our defense mechanism thoroughly. These size specifications are given in lines of code (LOC), excluding comments and empty lines.

- **PROGpedia Task 19**: Consists of 27 submissions, with a mean size of 131 LOC and a median of 106 LOC.
- **PROGpedia Task 56**: Consists of 28 submissions, with a mean size of 85 LOC and a median of 77 LOC.
- **TicTacToe**: Consists of 626 submissions, with a mean size of 236 LOC and a median of 225 LOC.
- **BoardGame**: Consists of 434 submissions, with a mean size of 1529 LOC and a median of 1487 LOC.

6.1.2 Automatic Plagiarism Generation. For our evaluation, we employ three types of automated obfuscation attacks. First, we use the attack employed by MOSSAD solely based on insertion. This attack can insert any arbitrary number of statements into a single program. We use both statements from the original program and a custom entropy file with pre-defined statements. Second, we use a variant based on MOSSAD where statements are reordered instead of inserted. For this attack, the number of changes that can be made to a single program is limited, as only some statements can be reordered without changing the original solutions. Thus, this attack is weaker than the previous one. Finally, we employ a combined attack, insertion after reordering. This attack makes it especially hard for humans to spot plagiarism. It also further reduces the computed similarity score compared to solely inserting. We used these three attack types to generate plagiarism instances for all four datasets. For the PROGpedia datasets, we generate three plagiarism instances per original solution, thus resulting in 81 and 84 instances, respectively. For the TicTacToe and BoardGame data sets, we generate three plagiarism instances from twenty randomly chosen solutions due to significantly higher generation time, thus resulting in 60 plagiarism instances for each dataset. In summary, we evaluated our approach with four data sets, totaling 1.115 originals and 285 plagiarism instances.

6.2 Evaluation of Obfuscation Attack Resilience

To assess the effectiveness of our defense mechanism, we compare a version of JPlag with our normalization to one without it. Additionally, we analyze the impact of varying numbers of modifications by conducting multiple evaluation runs during the plagiarism generation process.

6.2.1 Insertion-based Attack. Initially, we evaluate insertion-based attacks, aligning with MOSSAD’s plagiarism generation approach. The outcomes are depicted in Figure 5 a), which shows the average SSOs for the four datasets for a varying number of insertions relative to the size of the original solutions. Without our defense mechanism, JPlag computes an average SSO of less than 25% for all four datasets, and notably, for the TicTacToe dataset, it drops below 10%. This

---

\(^2\)Further information on the implementation can be found in [8].

\(^3\)https://github.com/jplag/JPlag

\(^4\)We provide the implementation of our approach, and the datasets used for the evaluation as part of the supplementary material [42].
Figure 5: Average SSO for all plagiarism instances of a dataset with our defense mechanism disabled (solid lines) and enabled (dashed lines). The green line is TicTacToe, the purple is BoardGame, the blue is PROGpedia-19, and the yellow is PROGpedia-56.

Figure 6: SSO distribution for all three datasets with our defense mechanism disabled (blue) and enabled (orange).

Figure 7: Detailed SSOs for the datasets’ individual programs with our mechanism disabled (solid) and enabled (dashed).
renders most plagiarism detectors ineffective. To achieve such a low threshold, approximately 50-60% additional statements need to be inserted. In contrast, when our defense mechanism is active, the mean SSO surges to over 99% for both PROGpedia datasets and TicTacToe. Furthermore, the SSO surges to over 96% for the BoardGame dataset. These remarkably high SSO values raise strong suspicions, enabling the prompt identification of plagiarism instances.

**Answer to RQ1:** Our defense mechanism effectively detects MOSSAD-generated plagiarism instances.

### 6.2.2 Reordering-based Attack

Next, we focus on evaluating reordering-based attacks exclusively. The average SSOs for the four datasets, for a certain relative number of re-ordering operations, are depicted in Figure 5 b) (note the difference in the y-axis scale). As anticipated, reordering attacks are less effective, as evidenced by our findings. For the TicTacToe and BoardGame datasets, the average SSO never drops below 95%, while for both PROGpedia datasets, the mean SSO ranges between 90 and 95%. However, achieving this effect only requires performing, on average, between a third and a quarter of the possible re-ordering operations. However, with our mechanism activated, all mean SSOs surge above 98%, making it easy to identify plagiarism instances.

### 6.2.3 Combined Attack

In the third phase of our evaluation, we examine combined attacks that involve insertion after reordering. The outcomes of this assessment are depicted in Figure 5 c), which closely resembles the results of the insertion attacks on their own. Without our defense mechanism, JPlag calculates an average SSO of less than 20% for the PROGpedia and BoardGame datasets and below 10% for the TicTacToe dataset. However, when reordering is applied before insertion, it requires approximately 5-10% fewer insertions to achieve the same SSO as with insertions alone. With our defense mechanism enabled, all SSOs rise to over 95%, making these plagiarism instances highly detectable.

**Answer to RQ2:** Our defense mechanism provides robust resilience against general obfuscation attacks based on insertion and re-ordering.

### 6.3 Evaluation of False-Positive Rate

When applying our approach to the PROGpedia datasets, we encounter 375 and 381 comparisons between unrelated solutions. For the TicTacToe dataset, there are 195,625 unrelated comparisons, and for the BoardGame dataset, 93,961. Our defense mechanism must not increase the similarities of these comparisons, as it could lead to a higher false-positive rate during plagiarism inspection. Therefore, we compare the similarities for these unrelated comparisons with and without our mechanism enabled. As depicted in Figure 8, the similarity scores remain nearly unchanged. The median and mean values show no significant alterations. For the PROGpedia-19 and BoardGame datasets, the upper whisker slightly rises, while PROGpedia-56 slightly decreases. In the case of TicTacToe, there is a single outlier that experiences a slight increase. However, all these changes are less than 2% and are not considered significant. When measuring the difference between the individual comparisons, over 95% of them have a similarity below 1%. These results demonstrate that unrelated programs do not experience an increase in similarity.

**Answer to RQ3:** Our mechanism does not impact the false-positive rate of the plagiarism detector.

### 6.4 Evaluation of Performance Impact

To assess the performance implications of our mechanism, we compared the runtime of JPlag with and without our approach. We measured the runtime for the TicTacToe and BoardGame datasets, as the PROGpedia datasets are too small for meaningful measurements. TicTacToe has the most submissions and, thus, the most comparisons. BoardGame has the largest submissions. We utilized a consumer notebook, specifically a MacBook Pro equipped with an M1 Pro chip and 16GB of memory for our performance measurements. As shown in Table 3, there is only an overhead of 0.89 seconds for TicTacToe, and 6.45 seconds for BoardGame. Note, that this is the overhead for the full datasets, not individual programs. State-of-the-art software plagiarism detectors like JPlag are highly optimized, and the performance impact of our mechanism is negligible. Thus, the total runtime of JPlag with our mechanism combined is in mere seconds.

**Answer to RQ4:** Our approach scales well due to its negligible impact on the detector’s performance.
6.5 Discussion
As expected, insertion-based attacks are stronger than reordering-based attacks, but combining both proves the most effective. This is particularly evident when examining the SSO distribution after the plagiarism generation is complete (see Figure 6). Notably, for reordering-based attacks, the impact strongly depends on the input program. Multiple provided solutions may exhibit varying feasibility for reordering-based attacks, which is sensible. This also depends on the given assignment, as it performs better for PROGpedia-50. Reordering performs the worst for the TicTacToe and BoardGame datasets, which is likely due to these assignments defining a more extensive solution space than the PROGpedia assignments.

When inspecting individual plagiarism instances in Figure 7, it becomes evident that increasing the number of reordering operations sometimes leads to an increase in similarity rather than reduction, particularly noticeable for the PROGpedia-19 dataset (d-f). As there is uncertainty about whether further changes will result in reduced similarity, this situation resembles a hill-climbing problem. When relying solely on insertion attacks, performing more insertions is advantageous, as the similarity only decreases or stagnates but never rises. This observation no longer holds for the combined attack, but it is still evident that more insertions tend to yield better-obfuscated plagiarism. Despite the well-obfuscated nature of the generated plagiarism instances, our approach is able to detect them reliably. Moreover, our approach is still effective even for the larger programs (~1500 LOC) in the BoardGame dataset. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of our defense mechanism against various obfuscation attacks. Our mechanism does not affect the false positive rate and only has a negligible performance impact.

6.6 Threats to Validity
We now detail steps taken to mitigate threats to validity per guidelines of Wohlin et al. [53] and Runeson and Höst [39].

Internal Validity. To ensure internal validity, we measured the effectiveness of plagiarism detection both with and without our mechanism while keeping other conditions constant.

External Validity. To ensure external validity, we base our evaluation on a diverse range of real-world datasets. The datasets differ in sample size, program sizes, assignment type and complexity, as well as origin. We design our mechanism and evaluate it for specific obfuscation attacks, as they are frequently employed in manual obfuscation attacks [20, 32] and are highly automatable [13]. We evaluated only Java datasets due to the limited availability of real-world datasets. However, besides providing the semantic information during the tokenization, our mechanism is entirely language-independent, and the TNG and the normalization itself do not use Java-specific information. Thus, it can be generalized to any other language. Furthermore, it is not tool-specific and can be implemented for any token-based approach. Additionally, it could be generalized to other structural-based approaches.

Construct Validity. We ensure construct validity via specifying targeted obfuscation types, accurate labeling of the datasets, an approach-independent ground truth, and by using an established evaluation methodology and similarity metrics.

Reliability. We base our evaluation on openly available data sets to enhance reliability. Due to sensitive data, we cannot fully publish two datasets. However, we provide an implementation of our approach, the public dataset, generated plagiarisms, and other relevant artifacts [42].

6.7 Limitations and Emerging Threats
Complex Attacks. Our defense mechanism effectively handles plagiarism generators like MOSSAD that insert or re-order statements, as outlined in our threat model (Section 4). However, future plagiarism generators might introduce complex attacks, e.g., based on refactoring or reimplementation, that change larger parts of the token sequence. One example is converting for-loops into while loops. It is challenging to apply these complex attacks broadly in the program to affect the token sequences thoroughly. Any automation would be either algorithmic, like Mossad [13], or AI-based, for example, by utilizing large language models (LLMs). However, doing so without affecting the semantics is challenging. Our approach’s impact on complex attacks remains unclear. Furthermore, a fundamental assumption in our threat model is that obfuscation attacks preserve the program behavior of the original solution. Attacks that tolerate a certain degree of change in behavior might allow for stronger obfuscation while still producing partially correct solutions. However, students are unlikely to prefer them due to the risks of low scores or poor grades. In some courses, such attacks could even lead to the rejection of the plagiarized solution if minimal functional requirements are violated. These hypothetical attacks are beyond the scope of this paper.

AI-based Attacks. AI-based attacks [6], particularly those utilizing Language Models (LLMs), present a growing concern for plagiarism detection. When employing LLMs to cheat on programming assignments, we see two scenarios. Automatic obfuscation of an existing solution and fully generating solutions from the assignment description. In our experience [40], automatic obfuscation is currently the most effective approach for medium and larger assignments, as fully generating only works well for smaller programs. Automatic obfuscation resembles human obfuscation practices, thus leading to combined atomic changes to the token sequence. Thus, our approach might be partially effective for this attack type. However, the level of effectiveness remains to be demonstrated in future research. For fully generated solutions, there’s an ongoing debate on whether this form of cheating qualifies as plagiarism [32, 40]. Here, our approach may improve the detection rate by aiding in recognizing their similarities due to the semi-deterministic nature of LLMs. However, reliably detecting such instances with low false positives is challenging. As our defense mechanism addresses traditional obfuscation techniques, it is not optimized for AI-based attacks. Tackling AI-based attacks is a complex challenge that requires additional defense mechanisms [40] and lies beyond the scope of this paper.
7 RELATED WORK

In this section, we discuss related work from plagiarism detection, clone detection, and code normalization.

Plagiarism Detection. MOSSAD uses compiler optimizations and the intermediate representation for semantic checks. Krieg [21] seeks to enhance the resilience of token-based plagiarism detectors against attacks by MOSSAD. They propose various preprocessing-based mechanisms to achieve this goal. One of these approaches uses compiler optimizations to remove dead code. However, this approach is highly language-specific and limited in its effectiveness. Liu et al. [24] introduce GPlag that constructs PDGs from the source code and compares them using subgraph isomorphism. In contrast to them, we do not construct the PDG directly from source code, providing greater language independence, and we do not compare the graphs directly, leading to a faster runtime and making our solution feasible in practice. TNGs are a "best of both worlds" approach, combining the effectiveness of graph-based approaches with the fast runtime and language independence of token-based approaches. Cheer et al. [11] present the plagiarism detector BPlag. It uses symbolic execution to extract behavior from source code and calculates a similarity score by comparing graphs representing the extracted behavior. As symbolic execution and graph comparisons are both computationally expensive, BPlag's runtime is too high for practical use. Karnalim [20] uses bytecode to identify code plagiarism in an academic context. He uses techniques that could be seen as normalization forms, such as linearizing method contents. Chae et al. [10] aim to detect plagiarism on bytecode by comparing the sequence and frequency of API calls. They do so with a novel graph, which they turn into a vector via random walks. We neither work with bytecode nor consider API calls. Zhang et al. [55] propose LoPD that checks for differences between programs by comparing the computation paths for specific inputs. We do not consider program input or runtime behavior.

Clone Detection. Clone detection is related to plagiarism detection. However, code clones are created accidentally [18]. Wang et al. [48] seek to specifically detect what they call large-gap clones, meaning clones with big differences. Their tool CCAligner tokenizes source code and finds fuzzy matches through a novel e-mismatch index. White et al. [50] present a machine-learning approach to clone detection. They use a neural network to turn source code into vectors; similar vectors correspond to code clones. Ly [26] aims to enhance clone detection through source code normalization using PDGs. While their approach shares similarities with ours, we normalize tokenized programs and in the context of obfuscation attacks on plagiarism detectors. Furthermore, our approach is mostly language-independent. Nonetheless, plagiarism detection is a different field [28]. In plagiarism detection, the goal is to accurately quantify the likelihood of code being plagiarized despite potential obfuscation attacks by an adversary. In contrast, code clone detection aims to find similar, unintentionally created code sections within a code base.

Code Normalization. Code normalization is also utilized in various other research areas. In general, we can distinguish between two types of normalization. Lexical normalization provides invariance to lexical modifications. Program semantics need not be considered. Roy and Cordy [38] use lexical normalization to detect code clones. They ignore editing differences so that lines of code can be compared textually. Allyson et al. [2] seek to improve a text-based plagiarism detector. They do this with several preprocessing techniques, for example, removing whitespace. As JPlag’s tokenization step, as for most token-based detectors, is a form of lexical normalization. Thus, our defense mechanism does not need to consider lexical modifications. Instead, token sequence normalization is a form of structural normalization. This type of normalization makes code comparisons invariant to structural modifications. Program semantics must be considered here. Wang et al. [49] use structural normalization to simplify program analysis by bringing code into a consistent form. They use the system dependence graph, a generalization of the PDG. They construct the graph directly from the source code and consider it the result of the normalization.

8 CONCLUSION

This paper addresses the challenge of automated obfuscation attacks facilitated by plagiarism generators. We presented a novel defense mechanism called token sequence normalization to normalize the internal representation of plagiarism detectors. It combines the effectiveness of graph-based approaches with the scalability of token-based approaches. Our mechanism demonstrates broad resilience against reordering- and insertion-based obfuscation, increasing the calculated similarities to over 98% for individual attacks and over 95% for combined attacks, thus offering an effective solution for state-of-the-art plagiarism detectors. Our evaluation shows that our mechanism does not only renders automated attacks infeasible but also maintains a virtually unchanged false positive rate and comes only with a negligible performance overhead. In future work, we plan to incorporate additional semantic information from the programs to further broaden the defense mechanism's abilities. In this paper, our focus is on defending against known obfuscation techniques. In the future, we aim to proactively address emerging threats, such as attacks based on refactoring operations or attacks tolerating minor program behavior changes. For example, by representing and propagating uncertainty [15] within the TNG. We especially want to explore defense mechanisms against AI-based attacks, e.g., using large language models (LLMs).
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